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Abstract. Social networks have become a customary news media source
in recent times. However the openness and unrestricted way sharing the
information on social networks fosters spreading rumors which may cause
severe damages economically, socially, etc. Motivated by this, our paper
focuses on the rumor detection problem in Algerian Arabizi. Studying
linguistic rules of the Algerian Arabizi, we propose an lemmatiser and a
parser for analysing and standardizing the text in order to produce better
rumor detection models. An approach for classifying rumors and news in
social networks based on the expression of emotions and positions of users
is proposed. The experiments were done on many ngram representation
and the best one has reached more than 94% for f-score. In addition
to that this research deals with resources creation for Algerian Arabizi
which is an under-resourced dialect. A corpus and several lexicons have
been built and which can be the subject of other works dealing with this
dialect.

Keywords: Social networks · Rumor detection · Lemmatizer · Parser ·
Arabizi

1 Introduction

With the expansion of the Internet and information technologies, social networks
are becoming the main means of communication. The social networks are used to
disseminate information and keep up with the latest news. These communication
media allow a massive and rapid dissemination of information but at some risk.
Not all shared information is accurate which allows the spread of rumors. Some
rumors can start as trivial facts and grow over time to become a matter of public
opinion. This is due to the fact that some Internet users quickly share content
without verifying its veracity. It is therefore essential to detect these rumors to
stop their dissemination.



Many websites like HoaxBuster3, Snopes4, Hoaxkiller5 have been created to
limit the spread of rumors. After identifying eventual rumors usually by the
editorial staff of these websites sometimes with the help of the users, research
is carried out in order to disentangle the true from the false information by
contacting people or institutions that can validate or deny the information. Even
if these websites could constrain the spread of rumors, they rely on a laborious
working process which is often expensive and time consuming. Automatic rumor
detection proves more than necessary especially regarding the speed of rumor
propagation on social networks and their disastrous consequences.

Several works have undertaken rumor detection automatically, but since ru-
mors have no specific format and could be governed by no rules of expression, the
task proves so challenging. They’re all trying to find the features that distinguish
rumor from news. Various factors have been targeted as the user credibility infor-
mation Li et al. (2019), the extent of propagation on the network Tu et al. (2021),
the textual feature extraction Khanam et al. (2021), the social network feature
extraction Qazvinian et al. (2011) Castillo et al. (2011), etc. In this paper, we
aim to use only the text to differentiate between rumors and news, however we
investigate in words that express the emotions users and their positions toward
an event whether it is a news or a rumor. A considerable research investigating
rumor detection have been undertaken in many languages Hamidian and Diab
(2019) Guibon et al. (2019) Pathak et al. (2020) and a significant number in
Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) Nagoudi et al. (2020) Al-Yahya et al. (2021)
Mahlous and Al-Laith (2021). To the best of our knowledge there is one work
on the detection of rumors on Algerian dialect written in Arabic script Alkhair
et al. (2019), however no work do it on Algerian dialect written in Latin script
(Known as Arabizi). Arabizi makes detecting rumors even more difficult. Indeed
processing Arabizi is frought with challenges due to the absence of standard
writing rules. To solve this problem some works propose to transliterate the
Arabizi to Arabic script (called Abjadia) Al-Badrashiny et al. (2014) Bies et al.
(2014). In GUELLIL et al. (2017) authors propose to transliterate Arabizi to
Abjadia for analysing sentiments in the Abjadia instead of the Arabizi. In this
case, errors in sentiment analysis can be magnified by transliteration errors. It
is reason why we want to study arbizi for understanding its linguistic rules and
modeling them.

In Social networks, it seems that Algerians use the Latin script more than
the Abjadia script. However work on the Arabizi is still lagging behind specially,
natural language processing tools. To our knowledge, there is one work to propose
a morphosyntactic analyser in Guellil and Azouaou (2016). However it does not
cover all the grammatical rules of Algerian Arabizi. In this paper, the detection
of rumors in the Algerian Arabizi requires addressing two objectives which in
fact correspond to two main contributions. First, we automate the grammatical
rules that allow lemmatizing and assigning parts of speech (POS) to words in

3 https://www.hoaxbuster.com/
4 https://www.snopes.com/
5 http://www.hoaxkiller.fr/



Algerian Arabizi text. Second, we propose lexicons of the emotions and reactions
of Internet users, in order to distinguish rumors from news.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents specificities of
Algerian Arabizi transcription. Section 3 provides an overview of related work.
Section 4 presents our rumor detection approach. In section 5, we describe our
morphosyntactic analyzer for Algerian Arabizi. Section 6 presents corpus col-
lected, lexicons and vectorial representation schemes built for detecting rumors
and news. In section 7, we present our experimentations and results. We conclude
in Section 8.

2 Specificities of Algerian Arabizi transcription

2.1 Specificities social networks

In social networks, Algerians use two transcription systems - Latin and Abjadia
- and several languages, namely French, MSA, Algerian dialect, English, etc.
However they use more the Algerian dialect with the Latin transcription (i.e. the
Algerian Arabizi). Abidi and Smaili (2017) presents a study made on a corpus
of discussions between Algerians, collected from Youtube. It shows that 51% of
the words of the vocabulary used, are in Latin transcription. This vocabulary
includes words in MSA, French, English, Algerian Arabizi and Algerian dialect
in Abjadia transcription. In the 51% of words in Latin transcription, except 2%
and 3% correspond respectively to English and French. In other words, 47% of
vocabulary words represents words in Algerian Arabizi.

The code-switching consists of alternating between several languages, pos-
sibly several times, in the same utterance 6 Joshi (1985). In social networks,
Algerians combine several languages (MSA, dialect, French, English, etc.), in
the same utterance. Indeed, in the corpus of Abidi and Smaili (2017), 82% of
its comments are a mixture of two or more languages (MSA, dialect, French
and sometimes English). The dialect comments represents only 9% of the total
corpus.

2.2 Specificities phonological dimension

The specificity which makes the processing of Algerian Arabizi very difficult
is the transcription diversity of the same term. Indeed, the Algerian Arabizi
is sorely lacking in standards. This prompted speakers to express themselves
spontaneously in social networks. This diversity is observed through three phe-
nomena:

1. The use of several letters or combinations of letters for the same sound. For
example, the use of the two combinations, «sh»and «ch»for the same sound,
as in the two variants «chaba»and «shaba»(beautiful).

6 Term coined by E. Haugen



2. The use of letters or combinations of letters, to create graphemes for sounds
that do not exist in the Latin alphabet, like the sound in Arabic correspond-
ing to «h»which is designated by «h».

3. The use of numbers to write sounds that do not exist in the Latin alphabet,
like the number «7»which indicates the sound «h».

2.3 Specificities morphological dimension

In Algerian Arabizi, words (verbs, adjectives, and nouns) undergo modifications
due to the influence of the gender and the number of neighboring words. The
verb conjugation in Algerian Arabizi, is done by adding suffixes and / or prefixes
to a stem. For example the verb «med»(to give), in the past takes the ending
«ina»with the first plural pronoun. In Algerian Arabzi the feminine gender ex-
ists even in the second singular person. The verb «med»becomes «medit»with
the pronoun «you»and becomes «mediti»in the feminine form. However the pro-
noun «It»does not exist. The tenses frequently used in Algerian Arabizi are the
present, the past, the imperative and the future. The future conjugation is done
in the same way as that of the present, however it is recognized through the use
of time markers such as the adverbs of time «ghedwa»(tomorrow).

Generally, we modify the masculine of the adjective to the feminine by adding
the suffix «a», the masculine plural by adding «in»and the feminine plural by
adding «at». For example the adjective «hor»(free) becomes «hora»in feminine,
«horin»in masculine plural and «horat»in feminine plural. However there are
irregular adjectives that don’t respect these rules partially or completely. For
example the adjective «kbir»change the stem in the masuline plural and becomes
«kbar».

When the noun is declined according to the four forms (masculine, femi-
nine, feminine plural and masuline plural), then these rules apply in certain
cases, like «deri»which become «deria»in feminine, «drari»in masculine plural
and «deriat»in feminine plural. However generally the noun is either masculine
or feminine and it accepts only the plural. For example «meftah»is a masculine
noun, and it is modified only to the plural form which is «mfatah». Generally,
the noun is a irregular word, because it exists various suffix of plural form and
in the most cases the plural form change the stem of the noun.

2.4 Specificities syntactic dimension

The agglutination is the attachment of clitics (where each one has an independent
syntactic function (POS)) to words in a specific order Hamdi (2015). The Alge-
rian Arabizi is strongly agglutinated. Indeed, it can form a complete sentence,
so in general a word can concatenate multiple POS tags. There are basically
two types of agglutinations: verb-negation and verb-complement. The negation
of the verb is formed by adding the two affixes «ma »and «ch»respectively at
the beginning and the end of the conjugated verb. Thus, the negation of the
verb «nakoul»(I eat) is formed as: «manakoulch»(I do not eat). So this word



is composed of several parts which belong to the POS tags: «adverb »is POS
of «ma», «verb»is POS of «nakoul»(which is a conjugation in the present tense
with the first person singular) and «adverb»is POS of «ch». Regarding the sec-
ond agglutination type, the word includes a verb, a direct object (DO) and /
or an indirect object (IO). For example, the word «ymedouhali»(they give it
to me), can be segmented into three parts: «ymedou», «ha»and «li». The first
part «ymedou»(which is a conjugation in the present tense with the third per-
son plural) has a POS «verb». The second part «ha»has a POS «DO»(for the
direct object pronoun which means it). The last part «li»has a POS «IO»(for
the indirect object pronoun, which means to me).

3 Related works

3.1 Building resources for the Algerian Arabic

The Algerian Arabizi is an underresourced language. There are very few works in
resource building. They deal either the building of lexicons or corpora. Authors
in Cotterell et al. (2014) built an Algerian Arabizi-French code-switched corpus.
This corpus contains discussion including domestic politics, international rela-
tions, religion, and sporting events. It is annotated for each word to distinguish
French from Arabic. Abidi and Smaïli (2018) built automatically from Youtube
an Algerian dialect lexicon. Each entry of this lexicon whether transcribed in
Abjadia or latin, it is associated to its different transliterations. An entry may
have a minimum of one transliteration and a maximum of 71. With an iterative
multilingual word embeddings, they built a dictionary of 6.947 entries. GUELLIL
et al. (2017) built an algerian parallel corpus in order to automatically transliter-
ate the latin transcription to Abjadia transcription. The Algerian Arabic in the
Abjadia script has been used more in the parallel corpora in order to translate
it to MSA Harrat et al. (2017) Harrat et al. (2016) Harrat et al. (2014) Meftouh
et al. (2015).

3.2 Automatic processing of Algerian Arabic

The Arabic rumors detection started to receive more attention in the last decade,
and many detection approaches were proposed Nagoudi et al. (2020) Al-Yahya
et al. (2021) Alkhair et al. (2019) Mahlous and Al-Laith (2021). However to
the best of our knowledge, no work detect rumors in Algerian Arabizi. Alge-
rian Arabizi has been processed much more for sentiment analysis. Bettiche
et al. (2018) used a hybrid approach by combining the lexical based and ma-
chine learning based approaches to classify messages in positive or negative.
The lexical based approach is used to automatically annotate the training cor-
pus. In their sentiment analysis work dealing with Arabizi, Chader et al. (2019)
use the transliteration and the vowels removal, to overcome phonetic and or-
thographic varieties. This process allows lifting the F-score of Support Vector
Machine (SVM) from 76% to 87%. Mataoui et al. (2016) analysed sentiments in



Algerian Arabic with Abjadia script and latin script. They built three lexicons:
keywords lexicon, negation words lexicon and intensification words lexicon, to
detect text polarity. Guellil et al. (2018) built automatically a corpus containing
8000 messages written in Algerian Arabic with both Abjadia and Latin scripts
using a sentiment lexicon for sentiment analysis. Abidi and Smaïli (2021) pro-
posed a lexicon-based approach to analyse the sentiments of Maghrebi (Algerian,
Moroccan and Tunisian) comments. They built a multi-script (Latin script and
Abjadia script) and multilingual (Maghrebi dialects, MSA, French and English)
sentiment lexicon. Firstly the lexicon is built with a small list of terms that
are labelled as positive or negative manually. Secondly each word added to the
lexicon is attached to the dominant polarity of the closest words in the list, in
terms of distance.

Algerian Arabic has been a topic of dialect identification works. In Harrat
et al. (2015) the authors have worked on the identification of several Arabic
dialects: two varieties of the Algerian dialect (Algiers and Annaba), Tunisian,
Syrian and Palestinian dialect. For this, they built a parallel lexicon for the five
dialects and the MSA. Saadane et al. (2017) designed an identification system
that supports Algerian, Moroccan, Tunisian and Egyptian. For this purpose, they
adopted - similar to Harrat et al. (2015) - two approaches: a machine learning-
based approach and a dictionary-based approach. The results reported in both
contributions show that the dictionary-based approach performs better than the
learning-based approach.

3.3 Works on morphosyntactic analysis approaches

The morphosyntactic analysis consists labelling POS and lemmatizing words.
Morphosyntactic analysis systems can be grouped into five main categories:
methods based on finite state automata, rule-based systems, statistical systems,
hybrid systems and systems based on neural networks.

Several works dealt the morphosyntaxic analysis with different languages.
Morphosyntactic analyser was built in Brill (1992) Schmid (1994) dealing with
languages with latin script, in Habash et al. (2009) Gahbiche-Braham et al.
(2012) Mansour (2010) dealing with MSA and in Chiang et al. (2006) Hamdi
et al. (2015) to analyse Arabic dialect with Abjadia script.

However, a few works built a morphosyntaxic analyser to Arabizi. Two of
them concern the Algerian Arabizi that we present in the next section. The third
dealt the Tunisian Arabizi. Gugliotta and Dinarelli (2022) proposed a prediction
system, based on a multi-task architecture for annotating multiple categories lin-
guistically an Arabizi Tunisian corpus. These categories include, among others,
the POS tagging and lemmas of words. The neural architecture learns to fac-
torize information across tasks, when employing different modules with different
tasks, which are learned jointly and interdependently. Each module corresponds
to one decoder intended for an annotation task.



3.4 Works on morphosyntactic analysis approaches: Algerian
Arabizi

Guellil and Azouaou (2016) proposed a lemmatizer and a POS tagger for Alge-
rian Arabizi. The study, however does not deal with all the grammatical rules of
Algerian Arabizi. The morphosyntactic analyser is implemented as a finite state
automaton. This automaton requires a lexicon of lemmas in Arabizi and a set of
linguistic rules. A term is correctly labelled if it is recognised by the automaton
and arrives at a finite state. The automaton returns a word, their clitics and
POS tag of each part.

Müller et al. (2020) proposed to use the multilingual language models to
process Algerian Arabizi. The goal is to use transfer learning approaches to build
natural language processing tools, with a low resource language. The authors
show that mBert model can transfer to Algerian Arabizi in two tasks, POS
tagging and dependency parsing. They turn mBERT model into a POS tagger
by appending a softmax on top of its last layer.

4 rumor detection approach in Algerian Arabizi

Fig. 1: rumor detection approach in Algerian dialect



Our approach tackles the issue of detecting rumors, by classifying social networks
text written in Algerian Arabizi into rumor or news (see figure 1). The text
corpus used is composed of comments collected from Youtube. These comments
are grouped by events, where each one concerns a given topic, such as «The
end of the world in 2012»which is a rumor, and «Bouteflika withdraws from
the 2019 elections»which is news. Therefore each event is classified as either a
rumor or a news item. rumors events are chosen from events that are already
proved as fake news. The text is tagged with two different labels. One label
describes the position of the author toward the topic of the event and the other
shows all emotions expressed in the text, by the author. Before the classification
step, a morphosyntactic analysis of the text is performed. The analysis allows
lemmatizing and assigning POS tags the Algerian Arabizi. Many lexicons are
built manually to represent the text for the classification process. These are
the lexicons of the emotions and the positions. Several vectorial representation
schemes which combining ngrams in multiple ways are built. The ngrams may
consist of the words of the whole corpus, the words of the emotion lexicon and/or
the words of the position lexicon. Several classification models have been built to
predict rumors, namely the Naive bayes (NB), the K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN)
and the SVM classifiers.

5 Arabizi morphosyntactic analyzer

Arabizi like languages, must go through linguistic processing, to improve train-
ing efficiency for classifying rumors. These processing include, among other tasks
lemmatization, which allowing to reduce the inflected forms of a word, by re-
placing them with their lemma. For example, the lemma «kdeb»(which is the
conjugation of the verb lie, in the past tense with the third person singular)
replaces the following forms: «kedbou»(the verb lie conjugated in the past tense
with the third person plural), «kdebtou»(the verb lie conjugated in the past
tense with the second person plural), etc. This allow increasing the occurrence
frequency of this lemma, and hence it helps building a better classification model.

The morphosyntactic analyzer operates in two ways, for the word and for the
sentence. For the word it uses lexicons and linguistic rules to lemmatize words.
For the sentence, it assigns the POS tags, when the latter cannot find the words
in its lexicons.

5.1 Word based morphosyntactic analyzer

The lemmatizer identifies the inflectional form (plural, feminine, conjugation,
etc.) of the word, in order to return the prefix, the lemma and the suffix. In
addition, it assigns to lemma the label of the lexicon, to which it belongs. This
label corresponds to POS tags: noun, verb, adjective, adverb, etc.

We modeled the linguistic rules of lemmatizer through a finite state automa-
ton (see figure 2). We have considered the following cases:



– The verb conjugation in the four tenses (present, past, future and impera-
tive), with the all personal pronouns.

– The negation agglutinated to verb.
– The DO and IO pronouns agglutinated to verb.
– The inflected forms terminations (feminine, masculine plural and feminine

plural) of noun and adjective.
– The article agglutinated to noun and adjective.
– The possessive adjective agglutinated to noun and particle.

Fig. 2: Morphosyntactic analyzer for Algerian Arabizi

Automaton solves the transcription variation problem in Algerian Arabizi,
through two different ways, when browsing the arcs. For the transitions that



do not require the lexicons consultation (green arcs in figure 2), we have gener-
ated all the possible transcriptions. For example, the negation suffix for the verb
can have eight different transcriptions: «ch», «ech», «sh», «esh», «che», «eche»,
«she», «eshe». When a word analysis through this arc, we check for the presence
of one of these eight transcriptions. For the transitions requiring the lexicons
consultation (red arcs in figure 2), we used similarity measurement techniques
between an analyzed term and a lexicon lemma, because it is tedious to generate
the different transcriptions for all lemmas. We calculate the phonetic similarity
between the two words using the «soundex system»Russell (1918). The words
that have close phonetics will have the same soundex code, so we can represent
the different transcriptions of a word with a single code. For example the dif-
ferent transcriptions «wektech», «waktach», «wektach», «waktech», «wektesh»,
«waktash», «wektash», «waktesh»(meaning when) all have the soundex code
«K32».

Table 1: Lexicons
Lexicon Size Content and/or examples
Noun 1.035 regular and irregular nouns
Adjective 485 regular and irregular adjectives
Verb 510 verbs conjugated in the imperative and/or

past tense, with the second person singular
Interrogation 55 «wach»(what), «weqtach»(when),

«win»(where), «etc.
Possessive adjectives 20 «dyalek»(yours), «dyali»(mine),

«dyalna»(ours), etc.
Personal pronouns 25 «ana»(I), «nta»(you), «houma»(they),

etc.
Named entities 1.225 Boudiaf, Tassili, etc.
Demonstrative 25 «hada»(this one), «hadak»(that one),

«lhih»(over there), etc.
Adverb 80 «lbareh»(yesterday), «lfoq»(up), «bch-

wiya»(slowly), etc.
Article 25 «el»(the)
Particle 145 words that make the connection be-

tween the elements of the sentence, like
«bessah»(but)

Interjection 40 invariable words which express emotions
like «hey», «kiw»(which means the author
of comment lie)

Exceptional words 40 words relating to religion and belief like
«Rebi»(God)

Idioms and expressions 160 «yetnahw gaa»(everyone will be fired)
Abbreviation 75 «Boutef»for «Bouteflika»
Abusive words 50 «bhim»(beast)



However, phonetic similarity is not enough, because several words which
have different meanings can have the same soundex code, such as the code
«N24»which corresponds to the words «nqol»(to say) and «nakol»(to eat). We
therefore measure the orthographic similarity between the two words using the
Levenshtein distance Levenshtein (1966). The closer the result is to 1, the more
similar the two words are. For example the two words «nakol»and «nqol»which
have the same soundex code «N24», their orthographic similarity according to
the Levenshtein distance, gives 0.66, thus we deduce that these two words are
different. After performing several tests, we therefore confirm that a term an-
alyzed in the automaton is similar to a lexicon lemma, if they have the same
soundex code and an orthographic similarity greater than 0.8.

Automaton search for lemmas in twelve lexicons, where each one represents
a POS tag of words, in Algerian Arabizi. We manually collected nearly 4.000
lemmas (see table 1). The POS tags of the lexicons built are: noun, adjec-
tive, verb, interrogation, possessive pronouns, personal pronouns, named entities,
demonstrative, adverb, exceptional words, abbreviation, article, and particle.
Four other lexicons are built for regrouping idioms, interjections, exceptional
words and abusive words.

5.2 Sentence based morphosyntactic analyzer

The sentence based morphosyntactic analyzer is a parser and must take over
when the lemmatizer can no longer give the POS tags because the word does
not exist in the lexicons. It is based on HMMs with Viterbi algorithm. For the
training of the HMMs model we have manually built a corpus composed of about
600 sentences in Algerian Arabizi. These sentences have been manually labeled
after lemmatization.

6 Classification and data

Before discussing the results of the experiments, we present the corpus and the
different text representation approaches. We analysed our corpus to study the
possible links between all the categories of annotation.

6.1 Presentation of the corpus

The corpus is organized into two groups, where one encompasses the other. The
event group is composed of titles of videos that are created on Youtube, concern-
ing a given topic, such as «La mort de Bouteflika»(The death of Bouteflika) and
«La mort du président Abdelaziz Bouteflika»(The death of President Abdelaziz
Bouteflika). These titles concern a single topic which is the death of Bouteflika
and it is an event in the corpus. The event is annotated as rumor or as news. The
comment is annotated according to the author’s position to the event veracity
and his emotions. The position is represented through one of the four labels:



– Support (S): when the author of the comment defends the content of the
video which is annotated as a rumor or as a news

– Deny (D): when the author refutes the content of the video
– Query(Q): when the author is skeptical of the content and seeks more infor-

mation
– Comment (C): when the author is neutral and expresses no reaction on the

content of the video

Regarding the emotions we used the basic emotions (Anger, Fear, Joy, Sadness,
Surprise, Disgust) of Ekman Ekman (1999) and we added two emotions that are
expressed often by Algerians in social networks, namely Sarcasm and Schaden-
freude.

The corpus is made up of 11.822 comments. It contains comments written
in French, Algerian Arabizi, Algerian dialect with Abjadia script, Tamazight 7,
English, MSA, and in a code-switched format. It also contains comments written
only using emojis (see figure 3). The pie chart shows that Algerians use the Latin
script (for the Algerian Arabizi, French and English with a total of 49.98%) more
than the Abjadia script (for the MSA and the Algerian dialect with a total of
17.88%). We also notice that Algerians code-switch (about 31.32%) with the
same importance as French (with 31.68%). Regarding code-switched sentences,
98% of them combine Algerian Arabizi and French.

Fig. 3: Breakdown of comments by language

Before classifying the text, we have removed comments that contain the Ab-
jadia transcription, English language, and Tamazight. Henceforth the corpus
contains comments in Algerian Arabizi, French and code-switching (combining

7 Tamazight is a language common to several countries in North Africa and the Sahel.
It is carried out in different ways depending on the countries and regions



these last two languages). Consequently, the corpus has been reduced to 9.528
comments. These comments are grouped into 83 events. The events are divided
between 41 rumors and 42 news. Figure 4 presents the proportion of SDQC and
emotion categories in the corpus. On the two types of categories, the corpus
is not balanced. For the SDQC classes, the Comment category dominates the
other three. For the emotional classes, the dominant category is Anger. In sev-
eral comments the authors express several emotions. However, there are about
5.299 comments where no emotion is expressed.

Fig. 4: Breakdown of comments according to SDQC and emotions classes

Table 2: Breakdown of comments according to emotions and SDQC categories
in rumor (R) and news (N)

Emotions R (%) N (%) SDQC R (%) N (%)
Anger 36 64 Support 22 78
Joy 30 70 Deny 77 23
Sadness 17 83 Query 55 45
Surprise 30 70 Comment 40 60
Disgust 37 63
Sarcasm 36 64
Fear 25 75
Schadenfreude 43 57

In order to analyze the importance of the emotions and SDQC classes for
rumors and news, we studied the distribution of comments among all these
classes. Table 2 presents the breakdown of comments according to emotions
and SDQC classes, in rumors and news. It shows that the Support (with a
percentage of 78%) and Comment (with a percentage of 60%) classes are much
more expressed than the others, in the news. On the other hand in the rumors,
we find much more the classes Deny (with a percentage of 77%) and Query (with



a percentage of 55%). This shows that SDQC classes can be discriminating in
the classification of rumors and news. However, it can also be due to the nature
of the events. For example the rumor «Facebook paid»has generated a lot of
rebuttals because of the importance of the topic.

Emotions seem less convincing than SDQC classes. Indeed, table 2 shows that
all emotions are more expressed in news compared to rumors. This means that
their expression can depend on the nature of the topic, consequently a priori the
emotions may not be descriminating in the classification of rumors and news.

6.2 Text representation schemes and classification

In order to build a good classification model and find the one that better dis-
tinguishing between rumor and news, we tested several vectorial representations
using ngrams of SDQC and emotions. For building their lexicons, we manually
collected 431 SDQC ngrams and 752 emotion ngrams (see table 3). Ngrams are
unigrams, bigrams, trigrams and fourgrams. Each descriptor of these lexicons
can be in three forms. For example the descriptor «is it true ?»is expressed
in French «c’est vrai ?», in Algerian Arabizi «hadi sah»and in a code-switching
form as «est ce que had lekhbar s7i7 ?». In emotion lexicon some descriptors have
been duplicated. The verbs are duplicated with all the DO and IO pronouns.
And the nouns are duplicated with all the possessive adjectives. This therefore
extends the lexicon of emotions descriptors to 6.246 elements.

Table 3: Size of SDQC and emotion lexicons
Emotions Size SDQC Size
Anger 286 Support 189
Joy 86 Deny 114
Sadness 106 Query 30
Surprise 57 Comment 98
Disgust 97
Sarcasm 37
Fear 34
Schadenfreude 49

We represented the text of each event with the ngrams weighted by the
TFIDF. We used several combinations with ngrams of corpus vocabulary, emo-
tion ngrams and/or SDQC ngrams. Table 4 presents the differents representation
schemes used for converting the text to TFIDF value. For example representa-
tion scheme no 5 show that, first all unigram of corpus vocabulary that appear in
the text are weighted by the TFIDF. Secondly all bigrams of corpus vocabulary
that appear in the text are also considered. In the end the TFIDF value of all tri-
grams of SDQC lexicon that appear in the text are computed and concatenated
with the TFIDF value of the other steps.



Table 4: Text representation schemes used
No Representation schemes
1 Unigrams of vocabulary
2 Unigrams of vocabulary + bigrams of vocabulary
3 Unigrams of vocabulary + bigrams of vocabulary + SDQC trigrams
4 Unigrams of vocabulary + bigrams of vocabulary + emotion trigrams
5 Unigrams of vocabulary + bigrams of vocabulary + SDQC trigrams +

emotion trigrams
6 Unigrams of vocabulary + bigrams of vocabulary + trigrams of vocab-

ulary
7 Unigrams of vocabulary + bigrams of vocabulary + trigrams of vocab-

ulary + SDQC fourgrams
8 Unigrams of vocabulary + bigrams of vocabulary + trigrams of vocab-

ulary + emotion fourgrams

To test the contribution of the morphosyntactic analyzer, we classified the
events without and with lemmatizing the text of their comments. Classification
models are built using the SVM, the KNN and the NB classifiers.

7 Experimentation and results

7.1 Evaluation of the morphosyntactic analyser

We evaluated the ability of the morphosyntactic analyser to well lemmatize and
assign POS tags to words. To do this, we first built a test corpus which contains
200 code-switched sentences. Secondly, we manually checked the labelling POS
tags and lemmatizing done by the analyser of the words belonging to the 200 sen-
tences. Of the 200 sentences, the morphosyntactic analyser was able to lemmatize
and label 96% of the test corpus. Concerning the remaining, the morphosyntac-
tic analyser failde in lemmatizing or labelling a single word in a sentence. For
example the sentence «ya rab 3afina hna w awladna »(oh god bless us and our
children), gives the lemmatization: [’ya’, ’rab’, ’afi’, ’hna’, ’w’, ’<unknown>’]
and the POS tags: [’INTJ’, ’EXCEPT’, ’VERB’, ’PRO’, ’PART’, ’NOUN’]. In
this example, all the terms were lemmatized an labelled by the lemmatizer ex-
cept the term «awladna». It is not appearing in the lexicons. However the parser
took over and correctly labeled the word, thanks to the grammatical construc-
tions learned. This contributed to the enrichment of the noun lexicon with the
word «awladna».

We also evaluated the ability of the lemmatizer to recognize words. To do
this, we calculated the word recognition rate of the 9.528 comments (see results
in the table 5). Table shows that more than 48.925 words (corresponding to
68.99%) in Algerian Arabizi were recognized by the lemmatizer.



Table 5: Recognition of the corpus words by the lemmatizer
Corpus data Lemmatizer recognition

Total number of words 188.028
Number of French words 116.299

Number of Algerian Arabizi words 70.912
Number of Algerian Arabizi words recognized 48.925

7.2 Evaluation of classification models

Our first experiments allowed us to evaluate the contribution of the morphosyn-
tactic analyser of Algerian Arabizi to the task of rumor classification. The table
6 presents the results of the events classification into rumors and news, with
unigram vectorial representation weighted by the TDIDF. We have presented
the results without and with lemmatization of Algerian Arabizi words. We note
that all models gave an improvement of the F-score, after lemmatisation of the
words. Indeed, the lemmatization process allowed us to increase the frequencies
of Algerian Arabizi words in the corpus and thus to better build the models. In
terms of model quality, KNN is ahead of the other (SVM and NB).

Table 6: Result of the events (rumor: R and News: N) classification using
unigrams, without and with lemmatization

Precision (%) Recall (%) F (%)
Model lemmatization N R N R N R

SVM without 50 40 66.66 25 57.14 30.76
with 77.77 75 77.77 75 77.77 75

KNN without 62.5 55.55 55.55 62.5 58.82 58.82
with 100 72.72 66.66 100 80 84.21

NB without 58.33 60 77.77 37.5 66.66 46.15
with 70 71.42 77.77 62.5 73.58 66.66

We tested several vectorial representation schemes of ngrams, using the cor-
pus vocabulary, the lexicons of emotions and the lexicons of SDQC categories.
The table 7 presents added value of the vectorial representation schemes with the
SDQC and/or emotions ngrams compared to the vectorial representation with
unigrams of the corpus vocabulary. These three schemes gave the best results in
terms of precison, recall and F scores.

The values of F-score shows that with SVM model, all the vectorial represen-
tations allowed us to improve the classification of rumor and news. But the best
one, who improve the classification with all models, is the one where we combine
the unigrams and bigrams of the corpus vocabulary with the trigrams of the



SDQC trigrams. Using of the trigrams of emotions alone or with the SDQC tri-
grams has built a lower quality classification model. In fact, during the study of
the breakdown of emotion and SDQC expressions according to rumors and news
events, we predicted that the expression of SDQC makes it possible to better
distinguish between rumors and news.

Table 7: Result of the events (rumor: R and News: N) classification using the
best ngrams representations

Precision (%) Recall (%) F (%)
Model Representation N R N R N R

SVM unigrams of corpus vocabu-
lary

77.77 75 77.77 75 77.77 75

uni and bigrams of corpus
vocabulary + Emotion tri-
grams

100 72.72 66.66 100 80 84.21

uni and bigrams of cor-
pus vocabulary + SDQC tri-
grams + Emotion trigrams

100 72.72 66.66 100 80 84.21

uni and bigrams of cor-
pus vocabulary + SDQC tri-
grams

100 88.88 88.88 100 94.11 94.11

KNN unigrams of corpus vocabu-
lary

100 72.72 66.66 100 80 84.21

uni and bigrams of corpus
vocabulary + Emotion tri-
grams

100 66.66 55.55 100 71.42 80

uni and bigrams of cor-
pus vocabulary + SDQC tri-
grams + Emotion trigrams

100 66.66 55.55 100 71.42 80

uni and bigrams of cor-
pus vocabulary + SDQC tri-
grams

90 100 100 87.5 94.73 93.33

NB unigrams of corpus vocabu-
lary

70 71.42 77.77 62.5 73.58 66.66

uni and bigrams of corpus
vocabulary + Emotion tri-
grams

57.14 66.66 88.88 25 69.56 36.36

uni and bigrams of cor-
pus vocabulary + SDQC tri-
grams + Emotion trigrams

57.14 66.66 88.88 25 69.56 36.36

uni and bigrams of cor-
pus vocabulary + SDQC tri-
grams

69.23 100 100 50 81.81 66.66



8 Conclusion

We presented a rumors detection approach in Algerian Arabizi. It classifies an
event on a social network as rumor or news based on the positions and emotions
expressed. An Algerian Arabizi lemmatizer has been proposed to improve the
classification of events, but also to use it in other research contexts, to be able
to linguistically process the Algerian Arabizi. It uses linguistic rules for dividing
words into roots and affixes. It assigns to each word the POS tag of the lexicon in
which it finds it. An Algerian Arabizi parser has been proposed, for labelling POS
tags when the lemmatizer fails to do it. The lemmatizer depends on the richness
of their syntaxic lexicons. When the word is not found, the parser intervenes
for assigning the POS tag to word according to its position in the sentence
using HMMs, and then it enriches the corresponding lexicon with this word.
For the classification of the text, we used several configurations of vectorial
representations by combining the ngrams of two domain lexicons: emotions and
positions. Our experiments showed that the lemmatization of Algerian Arabizi
considerably improved the detection of rumors. They also showed that positions
are more discriminating than emotions in the classification of rumors and news.
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